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E. Continue and Accelerate Experimentation
   1. in teaching method
   2. in the use of modern linguistics
   3. in philosophical and theological analyses of language
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The Significance of University Study of Religion for Church and Seminary

Scholarship in the Public Domain
Paul M. Harrison

The Posture of the Church in Relationship to the Increasing Study of Religion in College and University
Wesley A. Hotchkiss

Religion and Academia
Robert Michaelsen

Religious Studies in Roman Catholic Colleges and Universities
Gerard S. Sloyan

Church Education and the Teaching of Religion in the Public Domain
C. Ellis Nelson

Implication for Theological Education in Seminaries of the Study of Religion in the University
E. Thomas Lawson

In-Parish Pastoral Studies 1960–66
Russell J. Becker

A View from the Field: A Supervising Pastor’s Experience in the in-Parish Pastoral Studies Program
Jervis S. Zimmerman
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Theological Education for a Changing Ministry

The Education of Ministers in Contemporary Society
Olin T. Binkley

The Significance of the Church—World Dialogue for Theological Education
Harvey Cox

Response to Professor Cox—I
Martin E. Marty

Response to President Bennett—I
John C. Bennett

Response to President Bennett—I
Richard Shaull

Response to President Bennett—II
C. Shelby Rooks

The Import of Ecumenical Developments for Theological Education—A Roman Catholic View
Walter J. Burghardt, S.J.

The Import of Ecumenical Developments for Theological Education—A Protestant View
Paul S. Minear

Response to Professors Burghardt and Minear—An Orthodox View
Alexander Schememann

Sources of Renewal
Charles L. Taylor
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Appointment of Associate Director
I. Introduction
   A. Occasion and History of the Study
   B. Theory and Practice in Theological Education
   C. Overview and Thesis

II. Impressions of Trouble
   A. Flight from Pastorate to Ministry?
   B. Theological Education does not Prepare for Ministry
   C. Erosion of the Pastoral Image
   D. Miscellaneous Signs of Change

III. Seminary, Parish, and Ministry
   A. The Seminary’s Purpose
      1. Composition of the student body
      2. Four goals of professional theological education
      3. Primary purpose
      4. The parish as a sphere of ministry
      5. Ministry and ministries
   B. The Parish
      1. History, purpose, and form
      2. Its congregation and the extra-parochial ministries
      3. The other associations of parish members
      4. Other agencies, secular and religious
      5. The form of the parish today
   C. Ministry and Ministries
      1. Ministry in the dispersion
      2. Ministry as profession
      3. Education for existing ministries
   D. Ministries in four perspectives
      1. Communication of the gospel
      2. Relation to the church
      3. Concern for the individual
      4. Relationship to the world

IV. Theological Education and Higher Education
   A. The Concept of an Educational System
   B. Individual Characteristics of Students
      1. Personality
      2. Social and economic background
      3. Diversity in attitudes and values
      4. Vocational aspiration
      5. Student’s wives
   C. Individual Characteristics of Faculty
      1. Three functions of professors
      2. The place of research
   D. Environmental Characteristics
      1. Student subcultures
      2. Three educational activities
         a. Teaching
         b. Learning
         c. Organizing curricula
   E. Educational Outcomes
      1. Thinking critically
2. Professional competence
3. Professional values and attitudes
4. Motivation for continuing education

V. Professional Education for Ministry
   A. How Far Have We Come?
   B. Who is the Pre-Professional Student?
   C. How Long Should the Course Be?
   D. The Four Goals
      1. Knowledge
      2. Professional competence
      3. Humanity
      4. Christian formation
   E. A Concluding Caution

VI. Supervision
   A. A Definition of Supervision
   B. Dimensions of Supervision
      1. During a period of anxiety
      2. A structure of activities and duties
      3. To inform practice with knowledge
   C. Techniques of Supervision
      1. The seminar
      2. The pastoral concerns group hour
      3. The housekeeping session
      4. The individual supervision conference
      5. The evaluation conference
   D. Principles of Supervision
      1. The appropriation of new knowledge: categorical thinking and naturalistic observation
      2. The “cross-grained” experience
      3. Supervision is working with a student who is working with patients; not working with patients through a student
   E. The Career of Preparation for Ministry
      1. The meaning of “career”
      2. Directional self-placement
      3. Integration of new patterns of dependence
      4. Mastery of skills and knowledge appropriate to an advancing sequence of roles
      5. Inhibition of diffuse behavior and intensification of behavior congruent with the roles demanded by a profession and by preparation for it
      6. Preliminary negotiations with reciprocating communities
      7. Management of anxiety during the career
      8. Internalization of the processes of professional formation
   F. Choices in Education for Practice
      1. Issues in the initiation of learning
         a. Task assignment or institutional identification
         b. Emphasis on the strange or the reasonable
         c. Surrogate or independent status for the trainee
         d. The educational contract and steps toward responsibility
      2. Issues in the timing of supervisory intervention in the professional career
      3. Issues in the choice of a setting for in-service education
         a. A center where people are in crisis
         b. A center where appropriate resources are available
         c. A center providing competent supervision
         d. A center where the supervisor’s work is fully integrated with the structure of the institution
         e. A center which provides significant tasks for professional students
f. A center where the student can function in roles appropriate to his present status in his intended profession, (in this case, the status of proto-clergyman)
g. A center where experience in depth with personality functioning facilitates the transfer of learning
h. A center which supports the student financially

G. In Service Education and Issues in Learning Theory: Theories of Conflict and of Reinforcement

VII. Field Work
A. The Absence of Definition
B. Five Critical Questions
   1. The student’s role
   2. The seminary’s purpose
   3. Control factors
   4. The seminary’s responsibility
   5. The director’s functions
C. Three Types of Field Work
   1. Field employment
   2. Field service
   3. Field education
D. Programs of Field Education
   1. First stage: the student’s vocation as Christian layman
   2. Second stage: limited identification with ministerial roles
   3. Third stage: assumption of ministerial responsibility
   4. Fourth stage: specialization
E. Some Immediate Issues
   1. Location of the program
   2. Concurrent or independent placement
   3. Denominational diversity
Charles L. Taylor: A Biographical Sketch, Favorite Psalms with Related Prayers
Charles L. Taylor

PART I
Charles Taylor as Pastor’s Teacher
Pitt S. Wiland

Charles Taylor as Dean
James Garfield

PART II
An English Critique
Frederick Dillistone

Reviewing Some Foundations—A Contribution from Canada
Stanley Brice Frost

A Contemporary Mood: Some Issues and Questions about Prayer
John B. Coburn

Church, Seminary, and World: An Uneasy Frontier
Samuel H. Miller
and Some, Pastors
James A. Jones

The AATS and Theological Education
Jesse H. Ziegler

Rome for the Protestant Scholar
Walter D. Wagoner

Curriculum Revision at the Episcopal Theological School and Some Dynamics of Its Acceptance
William J. Wolf

Creation, Cultus, and Faith in the Psalter
Samuel Terrien

I Am Come
Sherman E. Johnson
Theological Education: A Canadian Minister’s View
George M. Birtch

A Critical Look at Seminary Curriculum by a U.S. Pastor
Beverly A. Asbury

From Purpose to Curriculum
Louis H. Gunnemann

Theological Education for Ministry: Central Issues in Curriculum Construction
Gibson Winter

Functional Roles, Professional Identity, and Theological Curricula
Walter L. Holcomb and John L. Maes

Two Kinds of Learning in Theological Education
James A. Ashbrook

The Seminary as Participant Observer
Calvin Redekop

Research in Medical Education—Participation of Faculty and Students
Thomas Hale Ham
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The Purpose of a Theological School

The Evolution of Purpose in American Theological Education
Elwyn A. Smith

The Purpose of Theological Schools in Great Britain
Kenneth J. Woollcombe

The Purpose of the Theological Faculties of Continental Universities
Heinz Eduard Todt

Patterns of Ministry and the Purpose of a Theological School
Steven G. Mackie

What a Protestant Church Wants Its Seminaries to Be and to Do
Walter F. Wolbrecht

Objective of the Roman Catholic Seminary
J. Michael Lee

The Problem of Purpose in the Theological University
Robert T. Handy

Salaries in AATS Schools: A Biennial Report
Jesse H. Ziegler and Aute L. Carr
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Autumn 1965, Vol. II, No. 1
The Theological School as Community

The Formation of Ministers for the Late 20th Century: Community on Campus
Ernest T. Campbell

Preparation of the Roman Catholic Priest as Person in the Community
Stafford Poole, C.M.

Community within Diversity in a Large School
James M. Ault

Lengthening the Ropes and Strengthening the Stakes in Smaller Schools
Robert J. Page

Understanding Other Communities around the Seminary Community
Howard Schomer

The Seminary as Part of a University Community
Terence R. Anderson

The Seminary Wife: Her Role in Community
Marion M. Kelleran

Seminary Worship
Robert W. Duke
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Theological School and the Minister’s Continuing Education
Connolly C. Gamble, Jr.

Need of the Church’s Ministry Basic to Planning Continuing Education
Reuel L. Howe

Patterns of Continuing Education
(1) Four Programs at Union in Richmond
Connolly C. Gamble, Jr.
(2) Harvard’s Merrill Fellowship Program
J. Lawrence Burkholder
(3) The Presbyterian Institute of Industrial Relations
Marshal L. Scott
(4) S.T.M. Program at Gettysburg
Herbert W. Stroup, Jr.
(5) S.T.D. Education at San Francisco
Henry Babcock Adams

Should Primary Responsibility Rest on the Seminary?
(Yes) Parker Rossman
(No) John Douglas Clyde

Advantages and Hazards for the Seminary in Continuing Education
Lynn Leavenworth

How the Theological School Prepares for Continuing Education
R. Lewis Johnson

Financing Continuing Education
John P. Stump
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Pre-Seminary Education

The Bridston-Culver Report—Pre-Seminary Education
Liston Pope

Pre-Seminary Education and the Theological School
Robert E. Cushman

Pre-Seminary Education and the Undergraduate Department of Religion
A. Roy Eckardt

Pre-Seminary Education and Undergraduate Arts and Sciences
Frederick Sontag

Pre-Seminary Education: A Canadian View
A. B. B. Moore

Continuing Education Looks at Pre-Seminary Education
Theodore O. Wedel

Pre-Seminary Education: From the View of the Bible College
Terrel B. Crum

Implications of the Seminary Population Data: A Sociologist’s View
Thomas C. Campbell

Implications of the Seminary Population Data: A Psychologist’s View
John M. Vayhinger
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Models of Theological Education for the Last Third of the Twentieth Century

Postscript to Chapter Five of ‘Only One Way Left’
George F. MacLeod

The Seminary Provides for Dialogue
Franklin H. Littell

A Model for Theological Education
Walter D. Wagoner

A Tertium Quid: The Church’s Seminary and the University
Ernest Cadman Colwell

The Location of Theological Schools
Charles L. Taylor

An Emerging Community of Theological Study
W. S. Taylor

Report:
Autumn Enrollment in Theological Schools
Members of AATS

Faculty Business:
Document 1—Principals of Student Financial Aid
Document 2—Guidelines for Recruitment
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Autumn 1964, Vol. I, No. 1

The Two Worlds of Our Living as Theological Educators

The Theologian and the World of Contemporary Thought
  Stanley Brice Frost

The Christian Minister and the Social Problems of the Day
  George W. Webber

The Academic Teacher and the Practical Needs of the Clergy
  John Bright

The Seminary — Academy and Chapel
  J. Robert Nelson

The Seminary President: Teacher of Students and Confidant of Trustees
  Sherman E. Johnson
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